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Dear Parents,
September greetings to all you. We have already
been in a new term of school for over 4 weeks.
Please remember that you play a vital role in your
child’s success at school. You can help by asking
your child about his/her day, having a positive
attitude about learning or reading with your child
every night.
On this good opportunity, I would like to convey the
information that our classes will be off from 18
September until 1 October 2019 due to our Teachers
Certification in JAPAN.
Heguru Academy consists of teachers that wellequipped with knowledge, technical skills and
experience to effectively deliver our unique
programmes to your little ones. All of them
understand the importance of right brain
development in children. We see ourselves as no
difference from parents, who want nothing but the
highest quality education possible for your children.
Heguru Academy regularly send teacher for rigorous
certification in the headquarter in Heguru Japan.
They will be coached and certified by Heguru
founders Mrs Ruiko Henmi and Mr Hirotada Henmi
directly, to ensure that they can teach and deliver
the original Heguru programmes with the highest
quality.
See you in October!
Warmest Regards,
Mr.Suryanto Lim
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HEGURU, A RIGHT BRAIN EXPERIENCE
WEDNESDAY, JULY 27, 2016
People who know me well enough, would know that I am an advocate of right-brain training.
Way before when i was pregnant with Big K, I had already been reading up. Big K attended a
certain famous centre in Singapore briefly but I wasn't too impressed with the school. For one,
the teachers were trained locally and it was a sit on chair, behind tables kindof setting. Aren't
kids suppose to be unrestraint to a certain extent? Then life got a little tricky and I was blessed
with a second pregnancy. It was very challenging for me to bring K to lessons every week with

a big tummy.

What's more, I spent half the lesson chasing her, getting her to sit on her chair instead of
climbing onto tables. The teachers explained that even though they may be running about, they
are still absorbing. And, sometimes, it could be that they find the activities boring as they
already know. Regardless of the reason, it was becoming a chore to sit through and also pai
seh (embarrassing) for me as all the rest of the kids seemed to be able to sit still 90% of the
time! Once Big K started to move around, the rest would follow! *slaps forehead. The strange
thing was, Big K isn't a hyper active girl. So I'd like to think that she knew everything or was
absorbing as she monkeyed around.

So after I had given birth to Small K and got readjusted to things, I decided to embark on the
right-brain journey for him as well. This time, I did more research and chose Heguru. Heguru is
a renowned right brain development school in Japan with more than 30 years of extensive
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research. Heguru has proven to be an effective early childhood education programme which
focuses on developing your child's creativity and critical thinking through effective use of
images, sounds, rhythms, movement and lighting. Yes, movement was the bit which attracted
me! No more sitting on chairs and tables! And, Small K being a boy, naturally I am inclined to
think that he would be more active than the sister. Hence Heguru was my choice as it has a
good balance of physical as well as discipline.

We are currently attending the toddler class at Citysquare mall, which spans across 50 minutes.
They have classes all the way to Primary levels. The branch we patronise is strategically located
in a mall. I love the location as there are several amenities under one roof! I could have a bit of
shopping rendezvous after class at Daiso without feeling guilty; bring Small K to Toys r Us for
some free; or do some grocery shopping at the huge NTUC or the newly opened SONG FISH.
There is endless perks for the mommy on the retail front basically. Ok, that apart, on a more
serious note, I am impressed by how passionate the teachers are over at this place. Oh, did I
mention, their teachers all have to be trained and sit for different levelled exams in Japan?

Every year, the teachers are sent to Japan for training. That definitely sounds like they are
serious about educating the next generation!
Heguru education has 5 purposes:
1. Enlarging "vessel" for the brain.
2. Drawing out multiple talents from the children's personalities.
3. Giving children self-confidence and exploiting potential hence developing the love for
learning.
4. To cultivate the power of the mind (EQ)
5. Cultivation of genuine thinking power.

Our brain is split into two sections: the right and left. Left brain is of linguistic function which I
believe most kids wouldn't have any problems as we talk to them all the time plus once they
enter school, left brain activities are predominant. The left brain deals with single pieces of data
one by one at a low speed, understanding them little by little using words and processing them
in actual consciousness. Hmmm..that doesn't sound like it was going to do a child who is in the
rat race any good! I mean, low speed? Seriously? The right brain on the other hand, is
sometimes known as the image brain. It automatically processes at a high speed, large amounts
of data by using potential consciousness.
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Automatic. Now, that, I like! It is especially important to develop both sides to the fullest extent.
The brain grows at its fastest when one is young. After age 3, the development of the right brain
decreases and stagnate at around 6. This is when most Singaporean children enter Primary
school and will see their left brain activities escalating. The best time to expand the brain

capacity of children is from age 0 up to 6yo. At Heguru, lessons focus mainly on inputting.
Through various activities like linking memory, peg memory, super flash cards, rhythms, ESP,
Nummerkasten and many more, the child will be receiving various stimulations to stretch his
brain. Some may find that ridiculous, but I am really hoping that it will make K's learning journey
in future a little easier with the encyclopaedic information I am trying to input into him at this
moment.

It really isn't about what he is able to remember at this moment but more of how he is able to
find it familiar in future subconsciously and hence develop a greater learning interest. Already, I
am seeing the output. I have severely neglected this boy on the learning front. I mean, coping
with two without a helper plus working full time and running a business isn't quite a breeze. So,
when he could recite his ABCs as well as recite the Tang Dynasty Poems before the age of 2, I
was impressed! Particularly since my Chinese isn't quite fabulous and half of the poems he
recited sounded alien to me! So well done, my boy!

Look how happy he is! Every week when I asked if he would like to go for his Heguru lessons,
he would always be beaming from ear to ear and giving me an excited YES!
Source:http://themishmashmess.blogspot.com/2016/07/review-on-heguru-right-brain-experience.html
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JAPAN’S UPDATE

Another Heguru Center opened in
another part of the world!
Thank you for the Celebration!
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KimiJohan
2 years 8 months old
Joined Heguru: March 2018
Parents: Mr. Johan & Ms. Ria Utomo
Kimi has been attending Heguru classes since she was twentysix months old and for the last one and a half years we can
really see her improvements especially her capabilities in
memorizing. She easily recites country names by looking at
flags, element names in the periodic table, public signs, the
presidents of Indonesia in order and musical symbols among
other things.
In one occasion she surprised us by reading three-letter words
in sentences. Her awareness of her surroundings, maturity,
focus and concentration are developed during her time at
Heguru. We as parents are aware that the skills she acquired
during early life can help her to excel at her later age. Heguru
method helps her improve her skills in many ways and we are
looking forward to be surprised by her other abilities.
We as her parents, see many benefits and developments in
her after studying at Heguru and helps her in her formal school
now.
Thank you Heguru!
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Birthdays of the Month

8
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Activities Page

Color the healthy foods. Cross out
the unhealthy foods.
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STORY TELLING
What is the aim of storytelling?
Storytelling is a unique way for students to develop an understanding,
respect and appreciation for other cultures, and can promote a
positive attitude to people from different lands, races and religions.

That is why in Heguru we always do story telling from book every week.
As the addition, students, teachers and parents are always do readingstory before and after the class at Heguru’s Reading Corner to develop
the students’ reading ability.
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Curriculum
LITERACY
• Finding letter K and L in your daily life
• Mention words start with letter K and L
• Tracing letter K and L
KNOWLEDGE
• Name 5 sea creatures
• Name 5 farm animals
• Name 5 wild animals
• Sing INDONESIA RAYA
• Sing HARI MERDEKA
• Introduce PANCASILA
• Mention the traffic lights color

NUMERACY
• Counting using dots 1-5
• Tracing numbers 1- 5
• Tracing numbers 1-5 with finger
• Cutting number 1-5
• Show 10 and count 11-20 by one
MOTOR SKILLS
• Folding origami paper and make two triangle
• Feeling less than symbol with index finger
MEMORY
• Memorizing the color of mandara
• Memorizing class peg memory

LITERACY
• Finding letter K and L in your daily life
• Mention words start with letter K and L
• Tracing letter K and L
• Speed writing ( write your name, do it less than
1 minute )
• Lets play crossword

• Counting with coins ( 10 coins of 200
rupiah )
• Understanding more and less, big and
small , short and tall
• Counting 1-10
• Counting 1-10 reverse

KNOWLEDGE
• Learn about Indonesia holiday
• Sing INDONESIA RAYA
• Sing HARI MERDEKA
• Introduce PANCASILA

MOTOR SKILLS
• Folding origami paper and make two
triangle
• Feeling less than symbol with index
finger
• Throwing and catching ball

NUMERACY
• Count the animal’s leg (e.g. bird has 2
legs, dogs has 4 legs etc. )
• Reading clock
• Show 20 and count 21-30 by one

LITERACY
• Speed writing ( write your name, do it
less than 1 minute )
• Lets play crossword
• Write hippopotamus and spell it ( less
than 1 minute )

KNOWLEDGE
• Memorizing UUD 1945
• Memorizing Pancasila
• Memorizing INDONESIA RAYA SONG
• Let’s learn Human organ

MEMORY
• Memorizing the color of mandara
• Memorizing class peg memory
• Memorizing 20 card of memory card

NUMERACY
• Count 1-30 by one and two
• Let’s do mental calculation ( mommy say what is
3 + 4 ?) children should answer
• Do S1 & S2 worksheet

MOTOR SKILLS
• Folding origami paper and make two triangle
• Feeling less than symbol with index finger
• Throwing and catching ball
MEMORY
• Memorizing the color of mandara
• Memorizing class peg memory
• Memorizing 40 card of memory card
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Dates to Remember

1 Sept

Islamic New Year 1441 H

13 – 27 Sept

Japan Training

Every Friday at. 3.00 pm

Brain Tour 101
– Introduction of Heguru Program

Every Saturday at. 4.30 pm

Brain Tour 101
– Introduction of Heguru Program

